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Welcome to our July Newsletter.
Well, the buyback figures for the prohibited firearms are out now and, oh my goodness,
what a botch up that appears to be. I’ve read an article, written by a member of the
committee that formulated the prices, and he was saying that what left that rushed
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meeting is not what has been published.
All I can say is that if COLFO ( council of licensed firearm owners) takes the legal challenge that they are talking about to the high court, this could grind the whole process to
a halt. Maybe some common sense might prevail but the older I get there seems to be
far less common sense and more rules and regulations. God forbid; perhaps I am becoming a grumpy old man. And to continue my gripes……..
Recently IRD changed the PAYE system that we have been working with for along time
with no problems. It is supposed to make business easier and take less time. Well
guess what? It isn’t. It takes longer, costs more in time and they have already messed
up our kiwi saver payments.
Do any of the people in government departments or politicians actually live in the REAL
WORLD ???

Stay warm all, we are past the shortest day now so we are on the up.

Cheers KEN.

The Hunters Element Avalanche Sale………
There’s not much left now………..
BUT what is still on the racks has
BEEN REDUCED TO CLEAR……...
There is only limited sizes available.
Get in before someone takes the last one!!

What’s Trending in the shop……..
Stoney Creek……..
Thermolite Hooded Jackets & Vests (Puffer Jackets)
Fabulous warmth with DWR coated Down (so it can get
wet). Colours: Bayleaf, Blue, Tuatara Forest $369.99
Techlite Jacket: (No hood)
Lightweight, warm insulation, compact for carrying in your pack
$299.99
The Big Dog: Ultra Tough Pig Hunter’s Favourite
Ultra-tough, lace-up front, big zipped Kangaroo
Pocket, hooded, extra-long tail….$199.99

Women’s SC Active Tights: flexibility, comfort,
breathability and warmth. Fabulous to wear!!
Sizes 6-20. colours: black, tuatara forest (shown) and tuatara
Urban, $89.99 (Highly recommended)
Women’s Thermolite Vest: (No hood)
Snuggly warm with DWR Coated down,
shaped for the woman’s body, Sizes 8-22,
Colours: tuatara forest (shown) tuatara Urban
Kid’s 4 Piece Hunters Pack: includes Microplus Bush T,
Microplus Long Sleeve, Microplus Trackpants and Beanie.
Sizes 4—12

$99.99 Excellent value!!

Kid’s Long Bush Shirt: (with hood)
100% Windproof, breathable membrane, DWR coated to shed
water, dirt & blood. Perfect for outside activities. $89.99
Sizes 4 –14, colours: bayleaf/black OR blue/black as in-store.

Product Review
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Prepare to experience the newest series of cutting edge digital scopes from ATN!
Introducing the ATN X-Sight 4K Pro 3-14 series, the
ultimate daytime digital rifle scope with night vision capabilities, letting you zoom in or out on your target at up to 14x
magnification in either day or night.
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The Smart-HD optics interface lets you make the most of any
shooting experience, letting you access a suite of apps and
tools making each shoot perfect, like a built in rangefinder,
recoil activated video, and a built in ballistics calculator.
Get ready to do more with your rifle scope than ever before,
thanks to the X-Sight 4K Pros included accessory kit, featuring everything you need to get your gun up and running,
from a sunshade to picatinny compatible rings.
Enjoy streaming, saving, and seeing all your shoots recorded
in Full HD video thanks to the Ultra HD sensor, and built in
wifi, and Bluetooth, as well as an included cable. For your
day and night shoots, look no further than the X-Sight 4K Pro
series.

FEATURES:


Ultra HD Sensor
• Record Full HD Video with 120fps
• Day & Night Modes
• WiFi Dual Stream Video
• Ballistic Calculator
• Recoil Activated Video (RAV)
• One Shot Zero
• Profile Manager
• Smart Range Finder
• Dual Core Processor
• Share on Social Media
• Bluetooth
• Ultra Low Power Consumption (18+hrs Use)
• Smooth Zoom
• Electronic Compass

All of this for $1299

I’m not sure why this
picture and caption
tickled my funny bone
so much……...

